CUSTOMIZABLE STAGE VIEW

Attendees can easily control who or what they see by pinning videos to the stage. The Stage View lets attendees get a closer look at a participant, keep an active speaker right next to shared content, or keep people who aren’t actively speaking in view (e.g. a sign language interpreter).

Attendees can pin up to four videos to the stage, in addition to shared content or an active speaker, by either dragging and dropping or by using the ‘More Options’ button.

Syncing your stage

Do you want to lock a specific view for all attendees of the meeting? If you are the host or cohost, you can sync your view to become the default stage view for everyone.

Drag and drop a video to the stage

OR

Click ‘More Options’ then ‘Move to Stage’

Shared content remains front and center in Stage View

Up to four videos can be pinned to the stage at one time

Recording and livestreaming preferences follow the layout defined by the host